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Abstract
Health equity (HE) is a central concern across multiple disciplines and sectors, including nursing. However, the proliferation of the term has not resulted in corresponding policymaking that leads to a clear reduction of health inequities. The goal of this paper is to use institutional ethnographic methods to map the social organization of HE policy discourses in Canada, a process that serves to reproduce existing relations of power that stymie substantive change in policy aimed at reducing health inequity. In nursing, institutional ethnography (IE) is described as a method of inquiry for taking sides in order to expose socially organized practices of power. Starting from the standpoints of HE policy advocates we explain the methods of IE, focusing on a stepwise description of theoretical and practical applications in the area of policymaking. Results are discussed in the context of three thematic areas: 1) bounding HE talk within biomedical imperialism, 2) situating racialization and marginalization as a subaltern space in HE discourses, and 3) activating HE texts as ruling relations. We conclude with key points about our insights into the methodological and theoretical potential of critical policy research using IE to analyze the social organization of power in HE policy narratives. This paper contributes to critical nursing discourse in the area of HE, demonstrating how IE can be applied to disrupt socially organized neoliberal and colonialist narratives that recycle and redeploy oppressive policymaking practices within and beyond nursing.
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Health equity (HE) is a central concern across multiple disciplines and sectors, including nursing, and it has become a key term in discourses about improving the health and wellbeing of marginalized and racialized peoples. However, the proliferation of the term has not resulted in corresponding policymaking that leads to a clear reduction of health inequities. Although there are instances of policy progress in ameliorating health inequities, the goal of this paper is to map the social organization of HE policy discourses in Canada, a form of social organization that serves to reproduce existing relations of power that stymie substantive change in policy to reduce health inequity. We also provide a template for exploring the centrality of policy in determining health outcomes of marginalized and racialized peoples. In nursing, IE is a method of inquiry for taking sides to explore socially organized practices of power (Cupit, et al., 2021). For critical perspectives in nursing, “neutrality is
situated in the perilous territory of agreeing with oppression. If we do not speak up, we are silently agreeing” (McGibbon & Lukeman, 2019, p. 9). Hence, critical nurse scholars such as Marie Campbell (2002) describe IE as “research for activism”. This paper contributes to critical nursing discourse in the area of HE, demonstrating how IE can be applied to disrupt neoliberal and colonialist narratives that recycle and redeploy oppressive policymaking practices within and beyond nursing.

Starting with the standpoints of HE policy advocates, we map how dominant HE narratives illustrate conceptual practices of power. This project was developed with the support of the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada. With this funding we tracked the utilization of the term “health equity” in social sciences and health sciences research literature from 2000 to 2020. We then analyzed how the term was understood in key texts, and finally, we interviewed individuals active in the policy realm to reflect on the ways in which HE has been operationalized within policymaking contexts. This article focuses on the final phase of the project. We begin with an overview of narrative contexts for analyzing HE. We then describe IE, focusing on a stepwise description of the theoretical and practical application of the method in the area of policymaking. Results are discussed in the context of three thematic areas: 1) bounding HE talk within biomedical imperialism, 2) situating racialization and marginalization as a subaltern space in HE discourses, and 3) activating HE texts as ruling relations. We conclude with key points about our insights into the methodological and theoretical potential of policy research using IE to analyze the social organization of power in HE policy narratives.

**Narrative Contexts for Analyzing HE**

HE has been consistently analyzed by nursing scholars and political and policy activists (Pauly et al., 2017), emphasizing the importance of entrenching HE in the structural realm of governance policies (Plamondon et al., 2019). Yet, critical policy knowledge within the profession is lacking, and in many cases absent: [Nurses] need to be more savvy about politics and policy. This means looking outside the nursing box, avoiding nursey talk and the virtue script. It means framing our messages and proposals in language that appeals to politicians, policymakers, the media and the public, and telling them compelling stories that highlight the solutions we offer (Salvage et al., 2019, p. 449).

The texts and talk of nursing continue to be dominated by apolitical, biomedical, Eurocentric narratives that obstruct nurses’ HE policy contributions. However, HE is shaped by policies and achieving HE is ultimately a political process. “...[H]ealth equity as an ethical concept with normative implications is a nonstarter for health policy analysts since the term implies unfairness in the current state of distributive policies. To claim something is inequitable is to take a moral stance and place judgment and blame on specific individuals, groups, organizations and/or institutions” (Embrett & Randall, 2014, p. 153). Defining, conceptualizing, theorizing, and operationalizing HE is a critical contemporary health policy goal. Yet, there is much contention about narrative meanings of HE and whether the term infers root or structural causes of illness. From a critical perspective, there is a value orientation of social justice, human rights, and Indigenous Treaty rights in the face of increasing evidence of unfairness in the distribution of ill health across populations. Illness is seen as a reflection of unequal structural distributions of economic, political, cultural, and social power, and hence unequal access to the material goods and social infrastructures necessary to sustain a high quality of life. This structural rootedness also invites inquiry into who most benefits from creating and sustaining health and social inequality. Substantive evidence demonstrates that structural determinants of health, although rarely found in national health and social policy agendas, are very strong predictive factors in determining population health outcomes.
On the other hand, from dominant neoliberal policymaking perspectives, the causes of ill health are located in individual behaviour. Despite the theoretical pluralism that underpins the role of neoliberalism in public governance, neoliberalism nonetheless largely consists of a persistent and measurable set of ideas and discourses that drive health-related policy, including belief in the primacy of individual agency. Neoliberal approaches emphasize state reduction of intervention in economic and social activities, and hence a deliberative withdrawal of welfare state social supports that enhance HE, such as a state-funded health system and universally accessible unemployment and disability benefits (Raphael, 2021). Individualistic policy intervention is focused on areas such as legislation or moral suasion that has the goal of directing individuals to “fix” their own problems, since their actions are perceived to have caused the problems in the first place.

In tandem with dominant political economies of neoliberalism, there is an overarching lack of critical social science language and analyses in the health fields, and by extension, in public policymaking within the health care domain. Oppression, human rights, and social injustice have yet to substantively inform equity discourses in public and health field policymaking (Kickbusch, 2015). Baum (2007) and Raphael (2021) have discussed government resistance to equity-oriented policies, criticizing much of the current government and public discourses about HE. Despite over three decades of integration of “equity” in public policy documents and activities, the evidence is clear that for significant numbers of Canadians, progress toward HE, and its proxy measure, improved health outcomes, remains slow and in some cases has halted or reversed direction. Although there has been overall population-based progress, disaggregated statistics paint a different picture for marginalized and racialized Canadians. Ironically, it is precisely these groups who are the “targets” of HE policy. Indigenous peoples and Canadians of African descent have persistently and significantly worse health outcomes when compared to the general population (Boen, 2016; Halseth & Murdock, 2020) and poverty is a significant predictor of morbidity and mortality in Canada and globally (Scheil-Adlung, 2014). The COVID-19 pandemic publicly exposed the historical nature of these existing inequities in health outcomes: in the province of Manitoba; 51% of people who tested positive for COVID-19 self-identified as BIPOC (Black, Indigenous, People of Colour) (Government of Manitoba, 2021). People living in "ethno-cultural neighborhoods" in British Columbia had an age-adjusted COVID-19 mortality rate ten times higher than neighborhoods that were less than 1% visible minority (Subedi et al., 2020); and BIPOC populations living in Toronto made up 83% of reported COVID-19 cases (Cheung, 2020). There is also a significant correlation between high coronavirus death rates and low income, conditions of work, and visible minority status (Etowa et al., 2020), housing density (Yang & Aitken, 2021), and low levels of education and recent immigrant status (Wherry, 2020). The central problematic for this study is the social organization of HE discourses in the policymaking context, including the proliferation of the term HE in governmental and academic discourses amidst worsening health outcomes for marginalized and racialized Canadians.

**IE as Method**

IE is a research method that provides a procedure for mapping the actualities of what individuals do at an everyday local level, while examining this activity in relation to its sociopolitical, economic, and cultural contexts—how individual social relations are organized and co-ordinated by another set of social relations beyond the individual experience (McGibbon et al., 2010). In IE, understanding and interpreting these practices in the local “on-the-ground” world is not seen as an end in itself, as in traditional ethnography. Rather, Smith (1999, 2005) uses the term ethnography to explore social organization in the practical sense.
by using the experience or standpoint of a particular person or persons (in our discussion, HE policy advocates) as the point d'appui (starting point) into explaining the forms of social organization that influence people and activities in local settings, but originate beyond them (Grahame, 1998). Although IE also draws upon analyses of societal power structures, it requires examination of the genesis of these structures and precisely how everyday life is coordinated by these structures in a way that operates to produce and maintain power. The purpose is not to focus on individual behaviour, but to be able to explain to them/ourselves how power is socially organized within their/our lives and how they/we contribute to this social organization—a method of inquiry that Smith (2006) calls writing the social.

The aim of IE is to map these institutional social relations, focusing on identifying and challenging conceptual practices of power. In IE, institutional refers to institutions such as health care and governmentality as the intersection of many modes of ruling. Smith is specifically interested in the articulation of everyday work practices with extra local “relations of ruling—a complex of organized and dominant practices, including government, law, business and financial management, professional organizations, and educational institutions as well as the discourses and texts that interpenetrate these multiple sites of power” (Smith, 1987, p. 3). Smith emphasizes that relations of ruling are objectified social relations that are removed from the local and subjective experiences of people’s lives, where these external loci of control are not visible within the local experience.

IE and Policy Contexts

Although IE is a well-established methodological approach for analyzing a broad range of topics, application in the health policy realm is a relatively new but growing area of investigation. Policy applications are especially salient due to the complexity of economic, cultural and political structures that drive policy. These applications include: describing how data collection and analyses related to organizational policy are taken up by principals and parents on local school planning councils (Nichols & Griffith, 2009); tracing how governance within an educational system produces, reproduces, and subsequently enacts generations of curricular policy texts (Gerrard & Farrell, 2013); and tracing the articulation of mandated federal policy with the social organization of teachers’ work in public schools (Comber, 2012). IE has also been applied within higher order texts, such as institutional policies, to map how these texts mold and direct organizational processes and service agents' work at Labor Market Offices (Prodinger et al., 2015); how policy in United Nations international forest deliberations impact environmental policy negotiations (Eastwood, 2013); how university administrators are forced policy agents in university internationalization processes (Siiner, 2016); and how political and legal contexts direct the implementation of online sexual health services, and thus impact population health outcomes and HE (MacKinnon et al., 2020).

Here, it is important to note that positivism has dominated policy research and design over the last five decades (Shaw, 2004). A cornerstone of positivism is empiricism, the claim that a priori facts and truths exist, and that these facts or truths may be acquired from direct observation. Complex relationships can thus be reduced to a set of observable and measurable truths, where objectivity is not only possible, but also desirable—policymakers themselves are not (or should not) be influenced by their own values, biases, life histories, or personal perspectives and interests. In this “desirable” context, facts and truths are unfettered by subjective analyses of oppressions such as ageism, genderism, racism, and sexism, which are reduced to analytic variables, if they are mentioned at all. This analytic approach rests on an overarching assumption of neutrality in choices about what happens to arrive on HE policy agendas or in HE policy-related research. According to Shaw, positivism is widely recognized and applied in the policy world, and “it allows analysts to assume a dispassionate, objective stance and at the same time encourages the broader policy
community to perceive the research enterprise in this way” (p. 58). IE is thus a method that appeals to researchers and practitioners who are interested in critical perspectives of power and politics in policy, and the potential to expose the embedded or structural mechanisms through which policy sustains injustices in peoples’ everyday lives.

**Research Methods**

The goal of the study was to critically map the ways that HE-related public policies are developed (e.g., public policymaking and its antecedents) and discursively organized (e.g., textually mediated). We specifically investigated how the ways that HE-related terms are presented and contextualized, and their impact on the nature and scope of resultant public policy. Theoretical sampling was used to recruit 18 HE policy advocates. The recruitment process adhered to a sampling grid with systematic inclusion of critical policy-oriented HE leaders. Based on our own work in the field, we populated the grid according to potential participants’ geographic location in Canada, HE focus area, and the four areas of public policy advocacy listed below. Careful attention was paid to recruiting a broad cross-section of these four groups of policy-involved actors. In-depth interviews focused on learning from participants about how their everyday work unfolds and learning about how everyday problems in moving the HE agenda forward are articulated or connected to institutional processes (Rankin, 2017). Participants were asked questions such as: What is your understanding of the origins of the term ‘health equity’? How would you describe the use of the concept of health equity in Canadian public policy documents, including arm’s length government documents? What actions do you think need to happen in order to shift public policy towards tackling health inequity in Canada? How do you think prevailing federal and provincial/territorial governments’ views or ideologies have impacted policy change for health equity over time?

The central problematic was investigated from the standpoint of four groups of HE policy advocates: 1) public policymakers working in the area of health policy in selected federal/provincial/territorial government departments and initiatives; 2) policymakers who work with non-governmental and not-for-profit organizations that have a publicly-acknowledged role in advocating for HE (e.g., women’s centers; community health centers; African Canadian, Indigenous, and Immigrant organizations); 3) academics whose work involves expertise in health and public policy (e.g., political science, nursing, economics, medicine); and 4) professional practitioners (e.g., health clinicians, leaders in health and social policy fields). We were particularly interested in the daily context of their policymaking work and how this work is socially organized by another, extra-local set of institutional relations beyond the local scope of their work. Due to the justice-based nature of HE work, many of the participants worked in at least two of these policy-involved areas during their careers, and most remain actively involved in justice-related policy activism. The study received approval from researchers’ university Research Ethics Boards.

Following McGibbon et al.’s (2010) IE application process, the research team developed broad *a priori* codes based on IE’s theoretical underpinnings, for example, the disjuncture between HE meanings of policy advocates and the public policy usage of HE. Along with *a priori* codes, we also analyzed data according to novel codes arising from the data. Analytically, thematic coding in IE directs researchers’ attention to particular aspects of an account that suggest the social organization within people’s stories (McCoy, 2006). Mapping of the everyday world and its relationship to ruling relations adheres to three main procedures or tasks (Smith, 1987). We undertook two of these IE tasks. First, we analyzed HE-related ideological procedures and discursive practices in extant academic literature, grey literature, and selected government and arm’s length government documents (2000-2020), uncovering the largely uncritical proliferation of the term HE (McGibbon et al., 2021). Second, we engaged with HE policy advocates, discovering the social relations within their local HE work and how
this work is articulated to a wider set of social relations that shape that work (Grahame, 1998).

**Findings and Discussion**

Thematic coding led to three thematic clusters: 1) the discursive organization of the word “health” in terms of how the word itself serves to ideologically and culturally confine HE discourses within biomedical and imperialist dominance, thus constraining the work of HE policy advocates; 2) the framing of racialized and marginalized peoples in HE discourses, where not only are they “invisibilized” into a subaltern, othering space, the discourses also reinforce covert processes of framing historical injustices and their resultant health impacts as individual problems that can be solved in the micro realm; and 3) the ways that HE texts are activated to reinforce and redeploy existing ruling relations as well as to invent new discourses and procedures of ruling, creating persistent and hidden structural barriers for HE policy advocates. In our analysis, we deliberatively did not adhere to rigid thematic categories due to the overarching synergies in our central problematic. For example, although it was necessary to analyze biomedical imperialism as a distinct theme, its intransigence as an overall element of social organization meant that it was salient for all three themes.

**Bounding HE Talk Within Biomedical Imperialism**

Study participants talked about how discursive meanings of the word “health”, still grounded in historical foundations of medicalization and psychiatrization, serve to consistently divert the concept of equity from its original justice-based meanings. Once the concept of health enters into texts and talk, the ideological framing of the issue at hand becomes incrustated within a narrow orbit of analysis. For example, HE discourses rely overwhelmingly on Eurocentric and biomedical paradigms and these dominant foundations are “still based in positivist and depoliticized notions of individualism (e.g., the “patient” and the patient’s nuclear family), reductionism (e.g., knowledge should be designed solely on measurable, “objective”, quantitative data; lived experience is on the bottom of the evidence validity scale), and managerialism (e.g., dominance of positivist notions of what counts as efficiency; standardization of practices across even the most diverse populations; dominance of technology over relationality)” (Sinclaire et al., 2021, p. 60). Biomedical imperialism encompasses all these constructs, but further problematizes analyses within the historical violences of colonialism. It involves attention to both biological and genealogical respectability, with racial and national hierarchy as an organizing and ranking mechanism, with a dynamic tension “between the sociologies of race, ethnicity and post-colonialism, on the one hand, and the sociologies of science, biomedicine and genetics, on the other” (Fitzgerald et al., 2020, p. 1171). Although the term HE emerged within the context of activism for social change, participants noted that it nonetheless brought with it the trappings of the word “health”, which draws its ideological and practical applications from the fields of biomedicine. This process led some participants to halt or limit their use of the term HE in their advocacy and academic work. Data analysis indicated that the confluence of biomedical ideological underpinnings of the word “health” and the relatively recent term “health equity” causes the HE project to get “off track” and further marginalize HE meanings in academic and policy documents, where HE is a priori framed within existing philosophical, cultural, and ideological discourses. In the context of national (Canadian) HE discourses, one participant stated: “A health equity framework also has a particular way of understanding health and that’s a Western notion of health that is not applicable across all communities…there are big questions about what it means to talk about health equity in an environment where we don’t really agree on what we understand is health.” Another participant problematized the underlying meaning of the use of HE: “Well, I see it in my work, and in meetings with the governments, etc. cetera. It is being used quite often. And I think
when it's used, it is the veneer of political correctness without having any real goal or action to actually bring equity so that outcomes, health outcomes change”.

Some participants made an important distinction between dominant, Eurocentric, Western notions of health and their assumed preferability over Indigenous and Africentric meanings of health. “[In] this kind of work, what we have to do is to resist our own history, where we have been acculturated in this biomedical model, in this Western approach”. Participants also referred to health care imperialism, where generalized talk about health and HE is immediately framed as having to do with health care: “It's a thread in a number of my conversations I've had with people, and somebody called it medical or health imperialism. Like, you cannot talk about these other things because, and even if you do, they get framed around health.” The cultural dominance of biomedical framings of health also serve as a continued apparatus of social control (Conrad, 2005). In the case of HE, since this control is hidden, it is followed along and supported by new and popular variations in usage. One participant described how the focus on health allowed governments to avoid expanding their horizons about HE. “…there really isn’t a strong political push by society at large on the political arm and to have governments expand the horizon. And instead, we [government] will just, as issues arise we’ll address those, whether it's mental health today, addiction, you know, like opioids, or cancer tomorrow, or you know, wait times yesterday, what have you.” This “flavour of the day” health discourse keeps public policy in a continuous loop with little chance of sustained interruption.

The Subaltern: Locating Racialized and Marginalized Peoples in HE Discourse

Racialized and marginalized peoples are paradoxically positioned in HE discourses, a positioning that serves to maintain the historical subaltern location of the other. The term subaltern originated in the work of Antonio Gramsci, and it refers to class, caste, gender, race, language, and cultural relegation to servile, lower ranking—it continues to designate the importance of power/power over relationships in history (Prakash, 1994). “This postcolonial critique seeks to undo the Eurocentrism produced by the institution of the West’s trajectory, its appropriation of the other in history” (p. 1475). These unbalanced relations of power are grounded in a colonial past and neocolonial present, including the pathways for dominant groups to reconfigure and reshape local meanings and sociopolitical structures (Anderson &McCann, 2002; Browne et al., 2005).

Subaltern studies acknowledge the erasures of the other from “dominant discursive sites in civil society, academic and policy spaces” (Dutta, 2014, p. 70), erasures that are constructed within systemic structures and built into current and historical mechanisms that are used to reify existing knowledge and to create and re-create dominant narratives (Dutta). Study results consistently indicated a persistent pattern of racialized and marginalized peoples being invisibilized from the HE conversation.

These findings reflect our work in the first phase of this study, where we examined academic literature, government policy documents, and arm’s-length government documents. We found relatively little evidence of words such as marginalization, racialization, or any of the isms and their intersections (e.g., ableism, ageism, classism, colonialism, genderism, racism, sexism), all of which are central to policy-based interventions to decrease health inequities (McGibbon et al., 2019b). Even when words such as racism or heterosexism can be found in official government documents, there is rarely any discussion (qualitative or quantitative) about what is actually meant by the terms. These words thus become discursive placeholders that further invisibilize marginalized and racialized peoples. The term HE itself serves to render invisible the complex cultural and historical meanings of justice. As one participant said: …through the COVID time what I've come to understand even more deeply is how embedded and fractured the system is for us. I know it is for non-Indigenous
people as well. But it's function, uh, is serving what it should do. And that is really to continue on the pathway to a genocidal world for Indigenous people. So you do it nicely so that the world doesn't see you as a bad, occupied state. So you just do it subtly, we die at high rates from diabetes, CVD [cardiovascular disease], HIV, and they're all colonially constructed. So, justice appears impenetrable.

Participants talked about how the oppressive experiences of marginalized and racialized peoples are covertly invisibilized through discourses of risk and resilience, vulnerability, individualism, and blame, rather than an acknowledgement that they are instead “under threat” of systemic oppression:

How do you sort of talk about promoting the health of communities who are adversely impacted through no fault of their own, by COVID or by other, other things, but without devolving into a discourse that seems to say what you need to do is build up some capacity to handle all this terrible stuff, all the adversity…well-meaning public health folks, researchers, scientists, I don't know what you call them, academics, who accept a kind of uncomplicated view that people are inherently vulnerable…So if you take politics seriously and policy seriously, you would say, well, what kind of work does that kind of notion of vulnerability do?

There is thus a covert academic and policy acknowledgement of inequities in health outcomes through the perceived need to craft a parallel language that obfuscates the realities of economic and cultural oppression. As one participant explained, “…the institution, it's happy to put up some window dressing and change some language and say some words, but it has no intention of making real fundamental change”. Another participant provided an example from a prominent Canadian public health organization document titled “From Risk to Resilience: An Equity Approach to COVID-19” describing how the federal government framed COVID-19 as an opportunity for people to become resilient, putting “a sort of silver lining” on the pandemic amidst exposure of deepening class and race inequalities in Canada. Other participants also problematized the discourse of individual risk. Keeping the HE focus on individuals renders invisible the collective, historical injustices experienced by the subaltern: “That kind of approach for me is not about equity necessarily because it's about communicating that you can put in place policies to prevent individual discrimination, and you can deal with those issues in a real kind of individualized way, saying a nurse who treats someone poorly should be fired [or] people working in a particular setting need to go to sensitivity training.”

The process of invisibilization was linked to parallel and synergistic strategies or mechanisms of silencing. So, even though HE policy advocates may get specific HE issues on the radar of policymakers (if not the actual policy agendas), government officials engage in unintentional and intentional systematic silencing, a hidden process cannot be easily tracked. One participant explained this process with an example about a very senior federal elected official: “And, and you can be very sure that any power he has, he will use to prevent change to the status quo and especially change to the settler colonial system. But he thinks he can just say he wore an orange shirt [to acknowledge Indigenous histories] and that does it.”

Importantly, government officials operate as active agents (epistemologies of ignorance) and also through not acting (lack of policy action, filibustering/neutralization). As one participant stated: “It's not about the intentional oppression of others, it's about the protection of privilege and wealth”. These processes happen in a taken-for-granted way and are thus difficult to map, due to inherent, unexamined privilege, particularly for public policy and governance officials, who are de facto largely operating from positions of privilege and superiority:
So, I found racial superiority, class superiority, and so on and so I believe that, you know, people who have wealth privilege are in general, vested in not examining how unearned those privileges in that wealth is. And if you actually have to take equity and inequity seriously, then you have to acknowledge that you have privileges by accident or birth, not because you've worked hard and you've pulled yourself up by the bootstraps.

The discourse of racialization itself is evidence of the embeddedness and taken-for-granted nature of silencing subaltern voices because it reinforces the structural invisibility of whiteness as a racialized identity—only the subaltern are racialized, while white (and settler) people are invisibly positioned as the universal, objective, and normative standard. This standard is not without paradox as HE-related public policy documents in Canada have no demonstrable pattern of including the words “racism” or “racialization”, let alone showing evidence of the white privilege and white supremacy that being racialized as white confers (McGibbon et al., 2019a). Even when policymakers allude to “race”, the conversation is most often reduced to a focus on “diversity”, and more recently JEDI (justice, equity, diversity and inclusion). As one participant noted during a conversation about diversity as damage control, “And the knight. Jedi knights, right. Which is of course, a bunch of white men with martial arts skills. Right. And swords.” Justice, equity, diversity and inclusion language thus becomes yet another invisibilizing discourse that diverts policy away from confronting the embodied violence perpetrated against marginalized and racialized peoples, to a seemingly perpetual constellation of workshops, training sessions, government documents, and calls for research grant proposals with equity and diversity in the titles.

Invisibilizing also took the form of systematically relegating policy justice advocates to the non-space of chronic policy inaction. One participant described a situation where another policy advocate was exposing systemic discrimination in terms of government funding for services on Indigenous “reserves”:

> It's like about 30%, less than for everywhere else. Education gets 30% less, child welfare 30% less, right?... She'd go negotiate. And they'd say, Oh, yes, yes. And they'd seem to listen. And they'd say all the right things and whatever. She kept thinking she was getting somewhere. And she finally realized because they kept agreeing with her and everything and saying they were going to fix it. And then they didn't. And she said after about 15 years, she finally realized they were just stringing her along. And the negotiations were just bullshit.

Although all of the above forms of invisibilizing are described separately, the on-the-ground unfolding is entirely synergistic: literal or covert absorption of certain words (e.g., racism) and even when they are used, they most often serve as discursive placeholders; covert invisibilizing through discourses of risk, resilience, and so on; and placing HE policy advocates in the non-space of chronic and unproductive policy-cycling. In the next section, we illustrate how these themes are interconnected and synergistic with the textual organization of power.

**Activating HE Texts as Ruling Relations**

Texts are an essential form of how HE is articulated to ruling relations. Writers about HE are “in and within this process, which is largely invisible to them” (Campbell & Gregor, p. 40). They take up HE writing first and foremost in these taken-for-granted contexts. One actor (writer, policymaker, researcher) in a social relation never needs to know the other actors. The text functions to make such invisible connections work. The activation of the text in question (HE discourses) is a procedure for exercising organizational power, in this case activating an individualized, largely apolitical interpretation of HE. This activation work structures the choices that anyone seeking HE information may come upon, such as researchers and academics, students of health and public
Cooper and Whyte (2018) further differentiated direct violence from institutional violence, the latter being a form of joint policy making that reflects a detached administration of violence in institutional policies, “a more insidious targeting of subject groups and populations in ways that produce and increase the likelihood of other, ongoing, violent circumstances occurring” (p. 1). Importantly, institutional violence is organized and administered through publicly accepted, legitimate means (Grover, 2019), such as legislative bills and resultant policies that entrench poverty in marginalized and racialized communities (McGibbon, 2021). In the context of violence, one participant talked about how Indigenous peoples’ bodies are treated and perceived in the systemic realm:

…justice doesn't go there, there's no health, there's only violence and murder and removal from that, right? So that functional state, when you look at the analysis around equity, our spatiality is impenetrable to equity. It's impenetrable singularly, and that's why the murders continue, right? So that justice can't say, this is an Indigenous body that was murdered, charge somebody, and hold somebody accountable. Right? It doesn't work. So that's one of the reasons that equity is a very difficult concept.

Another participant described how violence is also individualized and removed from structural contexts: “They say oh you know, native women there are prone to that kind of thing or you know, East Indians or welfare. So it was just this constant association of interpersonal violence with racialized and marginalized groups you know, so I had no choice but to really study justice and equity pertaining particularly to anti-woman sentiments, racism and classism.” When discussing structural contexts for HE, another participant also emphasized the embeddedness of violence:

…violence is every day. It's an everyday reality for people and just because the particular trauma maybe isn't there right now, but the impact of the violence is
just forever. And it's structural. So, this attention to structures is the big difference. People still are limited by a neoliberal discourse that actually, in my view, they haven't been challenging. If you're doing equity work, you have to challenge the neoliberal discourse. You have to rail against it, you have to point the finger at new managerialism.

When asked to talk about changing meanings of HE over time, participants unanimously pointed to the evolution of HE away from its original justice roots: “Health equity is used in some ways as a kind of bureaucratized way of understanding a whole series of complex relationships... it’s interesting that we’ve shifted from a kind of social justice oriented way of thinking about equity to what is now more kind of, I think a more diluted way of thinking about equity”. This discursive management of HE talk in the structural realm of ruling relations serves to effectively roll back progress in sustaining a root-cause analyses and hence root cause focused policymaking. In tandem with this process is a consistent resistance to sustaining HE connections with social justice, and as one participant identified, shifting the choice of words (e.g., inequality, inequity) ultimately has no impact on public policy:

In theory it's [the use of the word equity] supposed to kick it up to a higher level, in that it evokes the normative aspect of being unfair and unjust...the long and the short of it is that we may be using the word health and equity [and] people may recognize that this is introducing the normative aspect in terms of unfairness, unjustness, avoidability, but it has no practical impact on anything. I don't see any evidence that the use of the term equity as opposed to inequality or equality is leading to any significant change in communication and policy, and so forth.

Participants also identified the articulation of shifting HE discourses with larger or ruling processes that serve to obscure the realities of inequitable distribution of wealth and hence access to the material resources that sustain equity in the social determinants of health:

It has this implication of unfairness and, injustice, but the way it plays out, I think it's simply making people using the term feel better about themselves rather than having practical impact on how this might be playing out in public policy...the use of the word equity allows people to interpret it in any way they want...everybody accepts the concept of equity or social determinants in a practical sense of more than biology or lifestyle, but there's no systematic effort...

In the context of activating HE texts as ruling relations, participants talked about how the ruling classes themselves are uniquely positioned to keep the ruling relations of HE discourses intact. (e.g., “death of Marxism as a discursive environment”). Policymakers are largely positioned in dominant social identities and have a vested interest in maintaining the status quo, a process that, at the same time, serves to maintain and increase class, race, and gender hierarchies. One participant related the theme of health care imperialism to the ruling classes:

I think it's healthcare imperialism too. As soon as we start talking about how health shuts out everything else that is important, such as poverty and class. Well, now that I'm having a better understanding of Marxist institutionalism, I think it's about class interests, dominant class interests. It doesn't serve their interests to increase the minimum wage, to do all that, to make all these other policy changes that would improve social wellbeing and health for all members of society.

Results provided consistent evidence of the disjuncture between the on-the-ground everyday experiences of policy advocates and the ruling relations of the HE policy context. For community leaders and academics who work at the interface between lobbying policymakers for socially just public policy, on the one hand, and
the racialized and marginalized peoples who suffer and die due to public policies on the other, this liminal space is imbued with the intransigent and hidden privileges of class, whiteness, and largely maleness. Participants often described situations that illustrated a disjuncture or bifurcation between common-sense versions of HE action in the public sphere and what is actually happening on-the-ground in the policymaking realm, such as misuse or misapplication of the words “community-based” and “consultation” and temporary co-optation with promises of integration in the “next budget cycle”, or provision of offices and websites in lieu of actual public policy planning and intervention.

The ultimate result is a form of discourse cycling as a policy strategy at the border between policy advocates who work to put HE on policy agendas and actual government officials (See Figure 1). Discourse cycling is a process wherein every time a radical discourse plants itself on the political agenda (e.g., “defund the police”), a counternarrative emerges to neutralize or draw attention away from it (e.g., “what should we do about the rise of violent crime?”). This same process is used to neutralize HE claims that are publicly articulated. For example, mounting evidence of worsening health outcomes for marginalized and racialized peoples provides an exogenous shock that is difficult for governing officials to ignore. New discourses, such as HE, COVID-19 strategic interventions, and the health of “at risk” and “diverse” populations become firmly planted on policy agendas, at least as discursive place markers. From the standpoint of HE policy advocates, HE interventions are then obscured and neutralized by dominant and strategic counternarratives of public policymakers in governance positions (e.g., “fiscal restraint”, “efficiency”, “equality”, “evidence-based medicine”, and so on). For example, HE policy advocates work to get an issue on the policy agenda, then public policymakers make it look as if action is happening - which is actually a strategy initiative to make sure HE is symbolically on the table, while at the same time working to actually keep it off the table (discursive slippage). This cycling process explains why and how HE discourses return to the status quo of an apparently infinite loop of policy inaction—an effective mechanism and public space where ruling relations can operate without scrutiny.

**Figure 1: HE Discourse Policy Cycling**

![Diagram of HE Discourse Policy Cycling]
It is important to note that the systematic and rather logical process of HE discourse policy cycling belies the structural violence and social murder that it produces and reproduces. All along these pathways are actual people, neighborhoods, communities, and nations. Table 2 summarizes the process of HE policy cycling, with an emphasis on strategic countervailing discourses that serve to neutralize policy progress.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Health Equity and Countervailing Discourses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>New discourse</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Health Equity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HE policy action not possible due to lack of economic sustainability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HE policy action not possible—time frame not feasible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public is not ready for conversation (strategic paternalism)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discourse of commitment and work ethic substitutes for action: “We’re taking this very seriously”, “We’re already committed to/ working hard on this issue”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COVID-19 Strategic Interventions</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooptation of “target” groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claims of the need for more evidence before acting to address health inequities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emphasis on lack of system capacity heading into crisis (thus legitimizing lack of action)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emphasis on personal culpability due to pre-existing behavioural/moral deficits: “Since people weren’t being responsible with their health before the pandemic, of course they will be sicker.” (Overlaps with at-risk countervailing discourse below)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Health of ‘at-risk’, ‘diverse’ populations</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focusing on individualism: Their health problems originate in lifestyle deficits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hiding structural causes: health is compromised due to incapacity to follow dietary and exercise recommendations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employing “diversity” language as buffer for not acting to address systemic wrongs (e.g., sexism, racism)—employing diversity discourse as damage control.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conclusions**

The term HE increasingly dominates academic and policy texts and talk of improving health outcomes for peoples “at risk”. As evidenced by this study, regardless of how HE is defined in these discourses, its use and misuse is articulated to conceptual practices of power that largely keep HE action in a sort of infinite loop of ineffective policy cycling. This paper illustrates, makes visible, many of the hidden practices that create and sustain these processes, and thus demonstrates entry points for exposing and tackling root policymaking practices that provide the structural supports of oppression. These results have far-reaching implications for nursing, a profession where even foundational policy knowledge is not yet a substantive part of overall narratives in practice, research, or education, despite calls for development of political and policy competence and civic participation (Cervera-Gasch et al. (2021). “…nurses must know in greater depth the mechanisms and procedures by which the social contract between governments and citizens is established through public policies” (p. 1). Nurses are not often invited to the policy table or subsequently by the media, where policy progress, or lack of it, are communicated to the public. Put simply, with some notable exceptions, nurses are not yet seen as credible public witnesses to the costs and consequences of health inequities. This study provides a map for nurses to enact critical policy analyses that can name and confront the hidden processes of oppressive policy cycling in HE discourses, and myriad other policy-created injustices.
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